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Abstract—In this paper, a Max-CU-VF (Maximum Channel
Utilization with Void Filling) channel scheduling algorithm for
OBS (Optical Burst Switching) is proposed, which chooses the
feasible data channel with the maximum channel utilization as
the optimal one. The channel utilization defined in Max-CU-VF
is the total length of scheduled BDPs (Burst Data Packet) on a
data channel in a limited observing time window. The scheduling
time can be decreased due to the elimination of time consumed in
searching procedure in comparison with the traditional schedulers
based on LAUC-VF (Latest Available Unused Channel with Void
Filling). The hardware processing scheme and the corresponding
hardware architecture for Max-CU-VF are designed in detail.
A 16-channel Max-CU-VF based scheduler is demonstrated on
FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array). A scheduling time
of 12.5 ns per BCP (Burst Control Packet) is achieved on the
real-time running Max-CU-VF based scheduler. The performance
of the Max-CU-VF is also compared with LAUC-VF through NS2
simulation. The results show that the burst loss ratio and the av-
erage throughput of Max-CU-VF are close to those of LAUC-VF
when the load is light, and the faster Max-CU-VF outperforms
the slower LAUC-VF very much when the arrival rate of bursts is
over the processing speed of LAUC-VF. Therefore, Max-CU-VF
is more suitable for future high speed OBS networks.

Index Terms—Channel scheduling, FPGA, Max-CU-VF, OBS.

I. INTRODUCTION

F OR the reason of combining the advantages and avoiding
the shortcomings of OCS (Optical Circuit Switching)

and OPS (Optical Packet Switching), the OBS (Optical Burst
Switching) has been regarded as a promising solution to sup-
port IP over DWDM for next-generation optical switching
networks [1], [2]. In OBS, the BCP (Burst Control Packet)
is ahead of its corresponding BDP (Burst Data Packet) and
processed electronically after O/E at switching nodes to reserve
the valid wavelength for its corresponding BDP based on the
information stored in it. As a consequence, data transparency is
achieved by switching BDP all-optically at burst level.
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In the ultra-high speed OBS networks, the arrival rate of
BCPs may be over the service rate of scheduler if its processing
speed is not fast enough, which makes the input queue become
longer and longer. It will cause some BCPs to be discarded
due to limited storage memory or insufficient offset time. For
avoiding this kind of burst loss, a high speed scheduler is
needed. For example, for a system with 80 wavelengths per
link and the bandwidth of each wavelength is 100 Gbps, we
need to process a BCP every 16 ns when the average size
of BDPs is 16 KB. With the explosive growth of the cloud
computation, the mass data of real-time video or online game
and so on, the scheduling speed must be promoted to keep up
with the higher and higher optical transmission rate. At the
same time, for the same input traffic at the ingress node, the
average length of burst can be shorter when the scheduler could
process more bursts in unit time. Not only can shorter bursts
reduce the assembling time at ingress nodes, but also improve
the flexibility and channel utilization of the network [3]. As
a result, the speed of the channel scheduling becomes very
important and the algorithms with complicated procedure or
slow processing speed are not practical for future high speed
OBS networks.
The LAUC (Latest Available Unused Channel) [4] and

Horizon [5] are less complicated and seized of the speed ad-
vantage since they only need to examine the end time of the
last scheduled BDP on each data channel. Their bandwidth
utilizations, however, are lower. A rescheduling algorithm with

is shown in [6], where is the number of channels. But
it brings “ghost bursts” which will increase the overhead of
networks and bring unnecessary collisions.
FF-VF (First Fit with Void Filling) can reach higher speed

through eliminating the procedure to find the optimal channel
among feasible channels by taking the first found feasible
channel as the optimal one [7]. However, the elimination of
the optimal channel selection leads to poorer bandwidth uti-
lization. Moreover, further improvement of processing speed
of FF-VF is limited since it still needs to search the feasible
channel among all data channels, which takes up most of sched-
uling time. M. T. Anan et al. ever proposed a SWAP (Slotted
Wavelength Assignment Pipeline) scheduler to implement an
algorithm similar to FF-VF with a high speed using a simple
digital logic circuit [8]. However, the SWAP scheduler cannot
utilize scheduling slots efficiently since it uses the fixed slot’s
duration and the FF-VF algorithm.
Rather than processing BCPs in order of their arrival time one

by one, the CTBR (Constant Time Burst Resequencing) sched-
uler in [9] delays and resequences a batch of BCPs, and then
processes them according to corresponding BDPs arrival time.
After that, the scheduler could use simpler horizon algorithm to
achieve operation on FPGA. However, that kind of sched-
uling scheme needs complicated resequencing implementation
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of BCPs and extra FDLs (Fiber Delay Line) that range from a
few microseconds to a few tens of microseconds at the input
ports of each OBS node. Besides, CTBR is not adapted to the
offset-based priority scheme.
LAUC-VF [7] has good channel utilization since it tries to

utilize the idle voids among scheduled BDPs adequately. How-
ever, the complexity of a straight forward implementation of
LAUC-VF is , where is the number of the voids in all
data channels. In order to achieve as good channel utilization
as LAUC-VF and high processing speed at the same time, sev-
eral channel scheduling mechanisms have been proposed, such
as Min-SV [10] and an index-based scheduler [11]. Min-SV de-
creases the computation complexity of LAUC-VF from
to by adopting a set of geometry-based algorithms to
implement LAUC-VF. The index-based scheduler implements
LAUC-VF using an index-based searching approach to find fea-
sible channels on different channels in parallel to reach
time complexity.
However, since Min-SV and the index-based scheduler still

needs to take some time to select out the feasible channels, it
is very hard to promote its processing speed further to satisfy
the requirement of future ultra-high speed optical networks.
In this paper, we consider to promote the processing speed
of scheduler by adopting a scheduling algorithm with a new
metric to rapidly select out optimal channel and designing
suitable hardware architecture for it at the same time. In order
to speed up the processing, the corresponding information used
by the new algorithm to select out the optimal data channel
should be obtained in a simple way instead of the complex
searching procedure used by index-based scheduler. Here, we
define a CU (Channel Utilization), the total length of scheduled
BDPs on a data channel in a limited observing time window, as
the metric of the optimal data channel selection and present a
Max-CU-VF based scheduler accordingly, which chooses the
data channel with the maximum defined CU value as the op-
timal one from several feasible data channels. The performance
of Max-CU-VF is evaluated and compared with LAUC-VF
through NS2 simulation. Moreover, a scheduler based on the
Max-CU-VF is implemented on FPGA. The results show that
the proposed scheduler can achieve higher speed than the
index-based scheduler whereas its performances of burst loss
ratio and average throughput are nearly the same or much better
than those of LAUC-VF when the arrival rate of bursts is less
or greater than the service capability of index-based scheduler
for LAUC-VF, respectively.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II

describes the Max-CU-VF scheduling algorithm and related
working scheme in detail. The hardware architecture and
implementation results are shown in Section III. A 16-channel
Max-CU-VF based scheduler is also demonstrated in the sec-
tion. Section IV presents the results of comparison between
LAUC-VF and Max-CU-VF in terms of burst loss ratio and
average throughput through NS2 simulation. Finally, Section V
concludes the paper.

II. THE MAX-CU-VF SCHEDULING ALGORITHM
AND RELATED WORKING SCHEME

Nearly all of the void filling channel scheduling schemes for
OBS can be divided into two phases. The first phase is to iden-
tify all the data channels with suitable voids which can accom-
modate the incoming BDP. The second phase is to choose the

optimal one from feasible data channels found in the first phase
according to some kinds of metrics. Searching for feasible data
channels is the main procedure in scheduling, which takes up
most of the scheduling time.
Actually, the processing speed of the first phase is related to

the metric of the optimal channel selection used in the second
phase. Therefore, LAUC-VF has to experience a complicated
searching process to get the accurate time information needed
by the metric for optimal channel selection, which makes
its complexity be . Although Min-SV and index-based
scheduler have promoted the scheduling speed by simplifying
the searching process or using faster searching approach, due
to adopting the same metric to find optimal channel, they still
have to run the searching process to get the accurate time
information of voids needed in the second phase. Thus, we
consider designing a faster scheduling algorithm using a new
metric to select out the optimal channel without that searching
process, and at the same time, making it have as good channel
utilization as that of LAUC-VF.
It is well known that LAUC-VF achieves higher channel uti-

lization by trying its best to minimize the void before the newly
arriving burst. Since LAUC-VF enhances channel utilization
through compressing the space of voids as much as possible, we
can directly take the channel utilization as the metric to achieve
the same effect. From this point of view, we use CU as the cri-
teria to find out optimal channel and propose a Max-CU-VF al-
gorithm which sets the coming burst on one of the feasible chan-
nels with maximum channel utilization. Because Max-CU-VF
prefers to arrange the bursts on the channels with high utiliza-
tion, other channels that contain the voids with longer average
size may be left as much as possible for subsequent bursts. After
a period of time, from the statistical point of view, the bandwidth
of all channels are used efficiently as much as possible, just like
the case happening in LAUC-VF. Meanwhile, the computation
complexity ofMax-CU-VF can be decreased sinceMax-CU-VF
changes the selection metric from detailed time information of
voids (micro-level) to channel utilization (macro-level), which
neglects some unnecessary and superfluous information without
impairing its channel utilization.
However, it is not practical to obtain the accurate bandwidth

utilization of each channel in the operation of networks. Con-
sidering the channel selection is only dependent on relative CU
values among different channels, we propose to define the CU of
a channel as the total length of scheduled BDPs on the channel
in an observing time window (the length of window is fixed),
which is easy to be calculated through simple operation. Ac-
cordingly, a Max-CU-VF channel scheduling scheme is pro-
posed. It selects out the optimal channel with the maximum de-
fined CU value from feasible data channels. Because the cal-
culation of CU on each channel has nothing to do with the
time information of special voids around new BDP according
to above definition, the complicated searching procedure used
by LAUC-VF based schedulers can be avoided in Max-CU-VF
based schedulers. Moreover, the similar bitwise operation ap-
proach used in SWAP can be applied in the implementation of
Max-CU-VF to promote the scheduling speed significantly.

(1)
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Fig. 1. The illustration of the calculation of CU.

In Max-CU-VF, the time window is divided into slots with
fixed length equally. According to [11], to avoid data access
collisions, the slot size should be less than and
must satisfy (1). is the maximum offset time.

and are the time lengths of longest and
shortest BDPs.
Considering the time before a scheduling has elapsed and

it cannot be used by coming bursts, we set the start of each
scheduling (called current time) as the beginning of the time
window. In that case, when the size of the time window satis-
fies (1), all the BDPs after the current time are included in the
time window. It means the value of CU will not change with
the range of the time window when the size of the window sat-
isfies (1). For example, in Fig. 1, the CU in the longer time
window is the same as the CU in

( and satisfy (1)) since it is impossible for
any BDP existing in the range of
at current time .
Corresponding to the time slots, there should be an -bit

binary register , an -entry start time table, and an -entry
end time table on each data channel in the scheduler. A register

is used to record the occupation state of the slots on a data
channel. The th bit of will be set as logical 1 when part
of scheduled BDP located in the th slot. Otherwise, the th
bit is set as zero. The start and the end time of a scheduled BDP
are recorded in the entries of the start and the end time tables
corresponding to the slots where the head and the tail of the
BDP located, respectively. Fig. 2 shows an example of the data
structure. The corresponding value of each register and the
time tables are also displayed in it. The detailed procedure of
the Max-CU-VF based scheduler is composed of five steps.

(2)

(3)

Step 1: Determine the index number of the slots where the
head and tail of the new BDP are located in. They can be calcu-
lated through (2) and (3), where is the start of the observing
time window, and are the arrival and departure time of the
new BDP, and is a rounding down operation. In Fig. 2, the
Head and Tail of the new BDP are 2 and 5.
Step 2: Generate the code to show which of slots will be

covered by the newBDP through following (4).Where, is the
left-shift operation and is the bitwise ORmanipulation. For the
new BDP in Fig. 2, results in 8’b00100000, and

is 8’b00000100. The NewBDP is 8’b00111100

after the operation, which means the newly coming BDP will
set its foot from slot2 to slot5.

(4)

Step 3: Find out feasible data channels by operating the
bitwise AND between the NewBDP and the of each data
channel in parallel. The result is classified into five cases to
find out all feasible data channels for the new BDP.
Case 1: Only one bit of is logic 1 and the head of new BDP

is just located in the corresponding slot, which means the head
of the new BDP and the tail of a previously scheduled BDP are
in the same slot. Contrasting to SWAP in [8], where the channel
is simply judged as unfeasible one when the mentioned situation
happens, the proposed scheduler directly picks up the end time
of the scheduled BDP from the end time table and compares it
with the start time of new BDP to make more accurate judgment
for the object of utilizing the bandwidth better. If the end time
of the scheduled BDP is less than the start time of new BDP, the
channel is feasible. Otherwise, the channel is not suitable. For
example, in Fig. 2, the is 8’b00000100. Both the head of
new BDP and the tail of a scheduled BDP1 are located in slot2
of the first data channel. Then the end time of scheduled BDP1

is compared with the start time of new BDP . The
first channel is not feasible for the new BDP since .
Case 2: Only one bit of the is logic 1 and the tail of new

BDP is located in the corresponding slot, whichmeans the tail of
the new BDP and the head of a scheduled BDP are in the same
slot indicated by the logic 1 of (see the second data channel
in Fig. 2 and is 8’b00100000). In this case, the start time of
scheduled BDP is read out from the start time table and com-
pared with the end time of new BDP to judge the data channel
is feasible or not. In Fig. 2, the second channel is also unfeasible
since .
Case 3: Two bits of are logic 1, and the head and tail of new

BDP are located in the two corresponding slots, respectively,
which indicates the new BDP may collide with two previously
scheduled BDPs at its head and/or tail part. The case is divided
into two sub cases in terms of the number of slots occupied by
the new BDP further.
When the new BDP occupies more than two slots, extract the

end time of scheduled BDP before new BDP and the start time
of the scheduled BDP after new BDP from related time tables
of the two slots corresponding to the two logic 1 bits in . After
that, compare them with the start and the end time of the new
BDP respectively to determine whether the channel is feasible
or not for the new BDP. For example, in Fig. 2, two bits in
(8’b00100100) corresponds to slot2 and slot5. The end time

of the scheduled BDP3 in slot2 and the start time of the
scheduled BDP4 in slot5 are compared with the start time

and the end time of the new BDP. Since
and , the third channel is feasible. So is the fourth
channel.
On the other side, when new BDP takes up only two slots,

seeing in Fig. 3, the will have the same value (8’b00011000)
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Fig. 2. The data structure of scheduling scheme when a new BDP takes up more than two slots.

Fig. 3. The special case when a new BDP only occupies two slots.

no matter whether the scheduled BDP2 exists. The channel is
feasible only when the values of slot3 in the start time table and
slot4 in the end time table are zero with and
. Obviously, new BDP overlaps with scheduled BDP2.
Case 4: is zero, which means the new BDP does not con-

tend with any scheduled BDP on the data channel. The data
channel is feasible obviously.
Case 5: is the value except for above four cases. In this case,

the data channel is unusable. The fifth data channel in Fig. 2
shows an example of the cases, where is 8’b00111100.
After above process, all feasible channels (the third and fourth

channels in Fig. 2) can be found out. We also observe the time
slots, partially occupied by scheduled BDPs (slot2 and slot5 in
both channel 3 and 4 in Fig. 2), can still be used by a new BDP
since the feasible channels are only decided according to the
start time and end time of voids and the new BDP in the pro-
posed scheme, which makes the resource utility of the proposed
scheme not related to the slot size and distinguishes it from
other slot-based schemes such as SWAP in [8] where a time slot
can only be occupied by one BDP.
Step 4: Select the optimal channel with maximum CU from

all feasible channels. In Fig. 2, the fourth channel is selected
as optimal channel according to Max-CU-VF whereas the third
channel is considered as the optimal one under LAUC-VF.
Step 5: Update correlative information of optimal channel in

parallel. The value of is refreshed through the bitwise OR

operation between NewBDP and old value of . In parallel,
and are written into the start and the end time table sep-

arately, and the CU of the optimal channel will be updated by
adding up the length of the new BDP. After the step, the sched-
uler goes back to the first step for next scheduling at once.
The procedures of index-based scheduler and Max-CU-VF

based scheduler are listed in Table I. Their processing com-
plexities are also compared in the table step by step. From the
table, we can see that the step 1, 2, 4, and 5 of Max-CU-VF
based schedulers correspond to the step 1, 2, 5, and 6 of index-
based schedulers, respectively, and their complexities are al-
most same. In the third step, the index-based scheduler needs to
locate the right time slot to get the metric value by a searching
procedure, which takes up most of the scheduling time of index-
based schedulers. Whereas the Max-CU-VF based scheduler
completely eliminates the searching procedure by adopting a
new metric CU which can be obtained directly from fixed regis-
ters. That is the main reason why the Max-CU-VF based sched-
uler is better in speed.

III. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION

Fig. 4 shows the hardware architecture of Max-CU-VF based
scheduler on FPGA. The O/E receiver with burst-mode CDR
(Clock Data Recovery) writes the recovered BCPs into the elec-
tronic input FIFO in order one by one. The central control unit
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TABLE I
THE COMPLEXITY COMPARISON OF TWO SCHEDULERS

Fig. 4. The hardware architecture of Max-CU-VF based scheduler.

reads out the first BCP in the FIFO after a BCP scheduling is fin-
ished. At the same time, the control unit enables the judgment
enginewhosework is to select out all feasible data channels. The
En_Feasible_i is high when the th channel is feasible. Value_i
is set to beCU_i, the channel utilization of the th channel, when
En_Feasible_i is high. Otherwise,Value_i is set to be zero. After
that, all the values from Value_1 to Value_J are sent to the com-
parator in parallel to acquire the maximum value quickly by
using the method in [12]. Finally, the central control updates the
corresponding information on optimal channel. Some fields of
the processed BCP, like the offset time and channel ID and so on,
are also refreshed. The updated BCP is written into the output
FIFO, waiting for being transmitted out to the next switching
node by the E/O transmitter. The switching matrix is config-
ured by the control unit through the switching matrix controller
according to the scheduling results.
There are two kinds of logic circuits for implementation on

FPGA: the time sequencing logic circuit and the combinational
logic circuit. Time sequencing logic circuit always finishes each
step in one clock and can achieve much high clock frequency.
The combinational logic circuit finishes all steps within a
short time which can be regarded as the scale of one clock. A
16-channel scheduler based on Max-CU-VF is implemented
on Xilinx Virtex4 XC4VFX20 FPGA using time sequencing
logic circuits and combinational logic circuits, respectively.
For comparison, parameters such as time window, BDP and

TABLE II
THE COMPARISON OF THE PROCESSING TIME BETWEEN SCHEDULERS

offset time are set to the same ones used by the index-based
scheduler in [11]. The length of each slot is 256 clock cycles.
The size of the time window is 32 slots. The BDP duration has
a uniform distribution between [256, 2560] clock cycles, and
the offset time of each BDP is randomly taken between [1280,
5376] clock cycles with a uniform distribution.
The processing performance achieved by each scheduler is

shown in Table II. The corresponding performance of the index-
based scheduler is also listed in the table. From it, we can see
that the processing time per BCP of the Max-CU-VF based
schedulers is 32.5% less than that of the index-based sched-
ulers no matter what kind of logic circuits is adopted, which
is due to eliminating the searching procedure in the third step
of index-based schedulers according to the analysis in Table I.
The implementation reports from ISE (Xilinx Inc.) also show
that the hardware resource consumed by the Max-CU-VF based
scheduler is 6% less than the index-based one when adopting
combinational logic circuits. We can also see that the processing
time of the schedulers using the sequencing logic circuit is twice
of that using the combinational circuit despite its higher clock
frequency. The main reason is that the number of clocks con-
sumed by the time sequencing logic circuit is much more than
that consumed by the combinational logic circuit. It indicates
the combinational logic circuit is more suitable to implement
the high-speed scheduler on FPGA.
Fig. 5(a) is the circuit simulation result of the Max-CU-VF

based scheduler using combinational logic circuits in the
ModelSim (Mentor Inc.). The tested bursts were generated and
put into the input FIFO of the scheduler in advance since our
main aim is to validate the scheduling processing. We can see
that the clock frequency of the scheduler reaches 80 MHz and
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Fig. 5. The circuit simulation of scheduling process (a) and the real-time data captured from ChipsSope (b) of a 16-channel scheduler.

the processing time per BCP is only 12.5 ns accordingly. The
ValidWave shows the index number of the optimal wavelength
channel found by scheduler. The ValidWave is zero and the
signal Drop is set to be high at the same time when the sched-
uler does not find feasible data channel for a new BDP. The
start and the end time of each new BDP are one clock ahead
of its corresponding ValidWave value. The Fig. 5(b) shows the
real time data captured from running FPGA through ChipScope
(Xilinx Inc.). We can see that the results in the two figures are
consistent with each other, which proves the scheduler works
very well on hardware.

IV. PERFORMANCE SIMULATION

In this section, the performances of the Max-CU-VF are
evaluated and compared with LAUC-VF by NS2 simulation in
the NSFNet topology, which is shown in Fig. 6. We assume the
bandwidth of each channel is 100 Gbps. Each core node has
full wavelength conversion capability and no optical buffers.
Each edge node (responsible for assembling/disassembling
BDPs from/into original data) connects to a core node through
a WDM link. The original packets arrive at each edge node in a
Poisson distribution. The generated BDPs at each edge node are
uniformly destined to all other 13 edge nodes and transmitted
along the fixed OBS paths determined by the SPF (shortest path
first) algorithm. The size of the time window is set to meet the
minimum requirement of (1). The scheduling time in every core
node is set as 20 ns and 12.5 ns for LAUC-VF and Max-CU-VF,
respectively, according to the hardware implementation results
in Section III. The load is defined as the ratio of total data
arrival bit rates at all ingress nodes over the total bandwidth
of output optical links of all ingress nodes. For example, if the
number of data channels in a link is , the total bandwidth
of 14 output optical links is . Therefore,
the load of the network is 1 when the total arriving bits at 14
ingress nodes is gigabits in one second.
Fig. 7 shows the burst loss ratios and average throughputs of

LAUC-VF and Max-CU-VF when the BDP length is 12.5 KB
and is 8. In this case, the burst arrival rate will never exceed
the service rate of LAUC-VF, which means all the burst loss
is caused by no feasible channel for new coming burst. From
the Fig. 7, we can see the loss ratio and average throughput of
Max-CU-VF are both very close to those of LAUC-VF. The
results prove the channel utilization of MAX-CU-VF is as good

Fig. 6. The simulation network topology based on NSFNet.

Fig. 7. The burst loss ratio (a), average throughput (b) when the BDP length is
12.5 KB and the number of data channels in a link is 8.

as that of LAUC-VF when the burst arrival rate is below the
service rate of LAUC-VF.
Fig. 8 shows the burst loss ratios and average throughputs

of LAUC-VF and Max-CU-VF when the BDP length is 14 KB
and the is 32. In the figure, LAUC-VF begins to lose bursts
since the arrival rate of bursts starts to exceed the service rate
of LAUC-VF when the load is 0.3813. In the range of 0.3813 to
0.4, with the load increasing, about 40% of the newly injected
bursts are dropped for no enough offset time. That is because
most of the bursts with the maximum hops (about 44% of all
bursts) are likely to be dropped for lack of enough offset time.
With the load increasing, the congestion problem caused by the
slow scheduling speed of LAUC-VF becomes more and more
serious. Then more and more bursts with fewer hops, besides
the bursts with maximum hops, will be dropped for no sufficient
offset time, which makes the burst loss ratio of LAUC-VF in-
creasing sharply. However, for Max-CU-VF, the burst loss ratio
is always much lower than that of LAUC-VF since it has higher
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Fig. 8. The burst loss ratio (a), average throughput (b) when the BDP length is
14 KB and the number of data channels in a link is 32.

speed to process the coming bursts. When the load is larger than
0.6, the Max-CU-VF has to drop a few of bursts since the bursts
arrival rate is a little over its processing capability, which makes
a loss ratio of about 10% when the load is 1. In Fig. 8(b), the
throughput of LAUC-VF reaches its maximum value when the
load is about 0.5 and descends when the load is greater than
0.5 for the serious congestion at heavy load. The throughput of
Max-CU-VF keeps quick rising before the load reaching 0.8 and
its increasing slope becomes a little flatter later as its burst loss
ratio is getting a little worse.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a Max-CU-VF channel sched-
uling algorithm for OBS, which uses the channel utilization
in a limited time window as the criteria to select out the
optimal channel. Because the defined channel utilization can
be obtained without a complicated searching procedure, the
presented Max-CU-VF based scheduler can execute faster than
the schedulers based on LAUC-VF. The hardware architecture
and the processing scheme for Max-CU-VF are presented
in detail. A 16-channel Max-CU-VF based scheduler using
combinational logic circuits is implemented on FPGA, which
is able to complete one scheduling procedure every 12.5 ns.
The performance of the Max-CU-VF is also evaluated and
compared with LAUC-VF by NS2 simulation. The results
show that Max-CU-VF is close to LAUC-VF in terms of the
burst loss ratio and average throughput when the load is light,
and outperforms LAUC-VF much better when the bursts arrival
rate exceeds the processing speed of LAUC-VF.
Future works include the theoretical model and analysis of

Max-CU-VF, the development of faster Max-CU-VF based
scheduler which is able to process multiple BCPs in parallel.
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